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1. Introduction
Real-time data acquisition supports tactical decision-making. It also supports operational reporting by
allowing you to send data to the delta queue or PSA table in real-time. You then use a daemon to
transfer DataStore objects to the operational DataStore layer at frequent regular intervals. The data is
stored persistently in BI.
It is recommended to you use real-time data acquisition if you want to transfer data to BI at shorter
intervals (every minute) than scheduled data transfers

2. Process Flow
The following figure illustrates the process flow for real-time data acquisition:

Data is loaded into BI at frequent, regular intervals and is then posted to the DataStore objects that are
available for operational reporting.
In BI, special InfoPackages are used for this purpose and data transfer processes for real-time data
acquisition are created to further process data from the PSA in the DataStore objects. This is scheduled
and executed regularly by a dedicated background process (the daemon).
Data is available for reporting as soon as it has been successfully posted to the DataStore object and
activated. Refresh the query display to display the recent data. The query shows the time that the query
was last updated by a daemon run, even if no new data was posted.
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You can transfer data from the source to the entry layer of BI (the PSA) in two ways:


Using a Web service
You use the Web service to write the data from the source into the PSA. The transfer of data
is controlled externally, without a request from BI. Only an InfoPackage (for full upload) is
required to determine specific parameters for real-time data acquisition.



Using a service API
Data from an SAP source system can be loaded into the PSA using an InfoPackage created
specifically for this purpose. This is triggered when the delta queue in the source system
requests data. You have to simulate the initialization of the delta process for the DataSource
beforehand.
The following two scenarios are possible:


The source system application writes the data to the delta queue.
In this case, the daemon retrieves the data without calling the extractor.



The application does not write data to the delta queue automatically; the extractor
writes the data to the delta queue at the request of BI.
For extractors that transfer data synchronously from BI to the service API on
request (generic extractors, for example), the daemon calls the extractor, and the
extractor writes the data to the delta queue. The data is transferred to BI directly
from the delta queue.
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3. Converting an Existing Data Flow to Real-Time Data Acquisition
If you want to integrate the transfer of data with real-time data acquisition into an existing data flow, you
have two options:


Using two different DataSources
One DataSource executes the standard data transfer. The other DataSource transfers the
data with real-time data acquisition. The data is then combined in a MultiProvider.
The following figure outlines this option:

Setting the data flow in this way allows you to continue to use the existing data flow. You can
use a separate and possibly smaller DataStore object for the data from the additional
DataSource. However, you require a MultiProvider for reporting. To avoid redundant data in
the RDA DataStore object, regularly delete the data from the DataStore object once the
standard DataStore object is loaded.
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Using a single DataSource
You have to replace the standard data transfer completely with a real-time data acquisition
scenario.
The following figure outlines this option:

If just one DataSource is to be used, the existing data flow must be fully switched over to
real-time data acquisition. This is a result of the fact that a DataSource can have one
extraction mechanism only.
If the existing data flow is fully replaced by a new RDA data flow, the data reconciliation for
different DataSources does not require any additional administration effort. Switching to this
data flow allows you to load larger volumes of data by dividing the load process into several
smaller load processes.
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4. Step-by-Step procedure
The source system for RDA could be SAP System or it could be any non-SAP system. SAP is providing
most of the Standard Data Sources as real-time enabled. Over here we are implementing this whole
process with the help of Web services.
Step 1:
Create Web service Data source in BI system.
For this go to RSA1  Source System  web service  Rclick & select create.

Step 2:
A new window will appear.
Enter the Logical System Name, Source system Name & Type and Release.
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Press continue.
You can see the Source syetm which we created under the web Service.

When you Double Click on the source system which we created now, we will be directed to a new
window which lists out the data sources for Web Service source systems.
Step 3:
Create Application Component and DataSource for the Web service source system

Enter the application Component name and description and Click Continue.
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Step 4:
Right click on the Application Component which we created and select Create Datasource

Enter the DataSource Name and Data Type DataSource and press Continue.

E
enter the Description in General Info. Tab of DataSource

S
p
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Add the fields in the Fields tab of DataSource which you want to display in the DataTarget.

Save and Activate the DataSource.
After successfully activating the Datasource, go to Extraction tab of DataSource
We can see that the Function Module & Web Service are automatically gets generated (circled in red
below)
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Step 5:
Now Create DataTarget i.e. DSO with the fields which are used in Datasource
Go to InfoProvider  Right click on InfoArea  Create DSO

Enter the technical Name and description of DSO and click Create.

Assign the fields in the DSO as shown below
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Save and activate the DSO
Step 6:
Right click on DSO and create transformation for that DSO.

In the object type give the data source name and the required information.

The transformation looks like below.

Save and activate the transformation.
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Step 7:
Now create InfoPackage for DataSource

Give the description for InfoPackage

.
In the processing tab, we enter the maximum time for each request to open. Once the limit exceeds,
RDA creates new request.
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Step 8:
In the schedule tab we can assign demon. Click on the Assign Demon tab and you will be taken to
the RDA monitor tab.

In this screen you can see that for a particular data source your daemon has been allocated to
unassigned nodes automatically.
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You need to assign it manually from unassigned node to a new daemon. This is basically required to
start the daemon.

Give a daemon id for that. Over here no daemons are already created so I gave it number 1. But you
need to number it accordingly to the daemons present in the system.

Assign the DTP for newly created Daemon.
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A new window will open, in that check the DTP to assign.

After assigning DTP the RDA Monitor screen looks like below

Then click on start daemon.
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Once you start your Daemon , you can see the request under InfoPackage

Step 9:
Now you need to create a RFC to get this data from PSA table to the DSO via DTP.
Double Click on the function module which is in the data source
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Go to the import tab in the function module

When you double click the associated type , you will reach the below screen

Then if you double click on the line type you will see the structure of the DSO in the components tab.
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Step 10:
Create an RFC in se37 and the code is given below.

Here we have only used the fields which were used in the DSO and passed the fields some values
via hard coding and then collected those values in the internal table lt_data and passed that itab in
the function module.
Now execute this RFC
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Step 11:
Click on start demon by right clicking on Daemon name.
The record comes to PSA and it will show the open request for DTP.
Now when you start its status will become green

When you open the monitor, you can find that 1 record is loaded.
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Now you can check the data in DSO which is updated in the DSO.
And you can stop the daemon although it will continuously run and when the request comes then it
will load the data.

5. Constraints


You can only use real-time data acquisition to fill DataStore objects. A two-step data transfer
is supported; data is first transferred into the PSA and then into the DataStore object. The
DataStore object cannot be used as the source for a further real-time data transfer to
another DataStore object.



Master data cannot be transferred to the BI system with real-time data acquisition as
otherwise the navigation attributes of the characteristic could no longer be used in
aggregates. This is because aggregates cannot react to real-time updates since the change
run in the RDA process cannot be triggered automatically for the loaded data.



DataSources that are used for real-time data acquisition cannot be used in the delta process
for standard data transfer (scheduled staging). A data transfer with RDA and a scheduled
data transfer cannot be executed simultaneously in the delta process for a DataSource
because there may be only one entry in the delta queue for each DataSource and target
system.
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If you load data into a DataStore object with real-time data acquisition, you cannot load data
into this DataStore object simultaneously with an additional DTP. This is because there can
be only one open activation request in a DataStore object. Real-time data acquisition keeps
an activation request open parallel to each DTP request. In a DTP request, multiple data
packages can be loaded during a given time span. Each data package is activated in the
DataStore object immediately after it is transferred. A further data transfer process cannot
load into the same DataStore object as long as an activation request is open
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document,
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this
document.
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